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Abstract: Single Sign-On (SSO) is adopted to use multiple services with a single log-in on the Internet. However,
when a user tries to change the identity provider (IdP) which is responsible for authenticating the user, he needs to
release the binding between the log-in account on the migration-source IdP and his service account on each service
provider (SP) and needs to set a new binding between the account on the migration-destination IdP and the service ac-
count on the SP. There is no common migration system to support migration using the SSO function. In this research,
we focus especially on Shibboleth’s function as an SSO service. We propose a protocol to migrate accounts of a user
on multiple SPs at once using an attribute provider (AP) in an SSO environment. We have implemented the mechanism
as an open-source software using SimpleSAMLphp.
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1. Introduction

When using various services on the Internet, accounts are com-
monly used by Service Providers (SPs) to identify each user. An
account enables a user to share information between multiple de-
vices or to check his service usage history only by registering
and memorizing a set of ID/password and entering it when using
the service. However, the more services a user uses, the more
accounts he needs. Then he needs to remember a huge set of
ID/passwords. This leads not only to a hassle to remember pass-
words but also to loss of services due to passwords. In fact, there
is an undesirable reality that many users are reusing the same
passwords for different services.

Single Sign-On, SSO is considered as one of the technologies
attempting to solve this problem. SSO allows a user to use mul-
tiple services through a single log-in authentication with a single
account. In SSO, you can use your existing account of an Iden-
tity Provider (IdP) to log in to services offered by SPs. There is
no need to set a new ID/password on each of the SPs. You only
have to have one account of an IdP for using multiple SPs, with-
out registering an account and remembering a password of each
SP [1]. However, in current authentication federation [2] systems
that link multiple IdPs and SPs, there is no way provided to mi-
grate all the accounts of a user on the SPs he uses at once when
the user changes his IdP that is used for log-in [3]. Despite the
centralized account management at the IdP, the migration must be
handled by the users at each SP. This places an extreme burden
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on users with problems such as missing the migration procedure
on some SPs. In this study, we aim to realize an authentication
federation system that can migrate the accounts of a user on mul-
tiple SPs at once so as to reduce the burden on the user.

For example, assume that a user has used single sign-on ser-
vices with various SPs through the IdP of a university he belongs
to, and he now has graduated and moves to another university.
Due to the change in affiliation, the single sign-on services using
the account issued by the previous university cannot be used any-
more, and it is necessary for him to rebind his account on the IdP
of the university he now has entered to the account of each SP
he has been used via single sign-in. We focus on such a situation
and give a solution.

Shibboleth [4], an open-source project based on SAML (Secu-
rity Assertion Markup Language) [5], is an example of the imple-
mentation of the authentication federation among academic insti-
tutions. There is an excellent system in Shibboleth for preserving
user privacy. In the authentication federation, IdPs and SPs can
identify users with pseudonyms so as to achieve SSO preserving
anonymity [6]. However, this anonymity that is the hallmark of
Shibboleth makes it difficult to migrate multiple accounts at once.
Thus we set our goal to preserve pseudonymity during account
migration in Shibboleth-based authentication federation.

As an approach to overcome the challenge, we propose the use
of an Attribute Provider (AP). An ordinary AP maintains and
manages user attribute information on behalf of IdPs. It provides
the information of a user upon the request of SPs [7]. Making
use of this feature, we consider having an AP maintains and man-
ages migration ID issued by each SP through the migration. With
the AP, a user can migrate accounts on multiple SPs logged in
with SSO with a single migration procedure. This drastically re-
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duces the burden on the user. On the other hand, this approach
highly depends on the trustability of the AP. This is not to say
that there is no security concern that a malicious AP could link
another user’s account or could initiate migration procedure even
if the user does not want this. Therefore, we add some constraints
depending on the trustability of the AP and provide grades ac-
cording to acceptable risk. We propose a configuration enabling
users to select one among three protocols according to risk toler-
ance and AP trustability.

In Section 2, we define the problem addressed in this study,
before getting down to the main subject. Then we describe the
procedure for account migration using an Attribute Provider in
Section 3. The implementation of this protocol is described in
Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss issues on the system proposed
in Section 3 and countermeasures against them. Finally, Section 6
summarizes this study.

2. The Account Migration Problem in Single
Sign-On

In this section, we describe the problem caused by Shibboleth’s
SSO features that occurs in achieving our goal. And we will de-
fine the requirements for this study, considering the problems.
Moreover, we will mention related studies.

2.1 Difficulties in Continuity of Service Use through Pri-
vacy-Aware Account Migration

In Shibboleth-based SSO, an IdP distributes different
pseudonym IDs for each SP when passing credentials, even
for the same user. It makes users anonymous from the SP’s
perspective [8]. Let us assume that there are two SPs, “SP X”
and “SP Y”, federated to an IdP. For example, consider the case
that there is a user, “user1”, who is logged in to “SP X” and “SP
Y” using the IdP. In this case, the IdP distributes pseudonym
IDs such as “ID X” for “SP X”, and “ID Y” for “SP Y”. These
pseudonym IDs allow SPs to identify the user authenticated by
the IdP by matching the SP’s internal ID [9]. At this time, no
one excepting the IdP can identify the “user1” as the same user
because the pseudonym IDs sent to “SP X” and “SP Y” are
different. As above, it is impossible to identify the same user
among SPs.

In this study, migrating account information collectively means
completing the account migration for multiple SPs in a single pro-
cedure. To achieve this, one possible approach is that when an SP
changes the binding between the IdP’s pseudonym ID and the
SP’s internal ID, the SP shares the change information with other
SPs, and the other SPs change the bindings themselves. However,
this approach is difficult to implement due to the pseudonymity
of the users, as is mentioned in Section 1 of Ref. [10].

Alternatively, if we try to migrate the account by sharing the in-
formation between IdPs, the migration-source IdP needs to know
the migration-destination IdP. But a user may not want the source
IdP to know the destination IdP. It is difficult for him to migrate
his accounts collectively without sharing any extra information
among SPs and between source and destination IdPs.

To make matters more complicated, there may be a case that
it is not until a certain period of time has passed after a user’s

account at the source IdP has been revoked that the user’s new
account at the destination IdP is issued and becomes available.
Although it would be easier to implement a protocol in which a
user emigrates from the source IdP and then immediately immi-
grates to the destination IdP, we would like to consider the above
case as well. Considering the difficulties discussed above, we
aim to realize the protocol satisfying the following three require-
ments.
( 1 ) Being able to migrate accounts without sharing information

among federated SPs
( 2 ) Being able to migrate accounts without letting the migration-

destination IdP and the migration-source IdP know which
IdP each other is

( 3 ) Allowing a period between move-out from the source IdP
and move-in to destination IdP.

2.2 Related Study
As described in Section 1, there is no system to migrate

accounts on multiple SPs at once when changing the IdP in
Shibboleth-based authentication, as far as the authors know, but
several patents have been filed for a similar purpose, as below.

Hinton [11], suggested a method to change the IdP used to log
in to an SP in authentication federation by a user who has ac-
counts in IdPs and the SP. In this patent, the method allows
changing the IdP used to log-in while the account at the SP is
maintained, as a part of the process of revoking the account at the
source IdP. The method proposed in this patent support migration
only at a single SP. Thus the purpose of this patent is essentially
different from ours that is to migrate accounts on multiple SPs
logged in with the same IdP at once, but it has something in com-
mon with our study in that it is a technology to change the IdP
while maintaining the anonymity of the user from the SP’s point
of view.

Cameron et al. [12] proposed a way to integrate the processes
between a user and an SP in user authentication. The processes
include receiving the SP’s security policy, determining and ob-
taining the attribute requested by the SP, registering with a provi-
sioning service based on the attribute, and accessing SP’s services
based on registration to the provisioning service. These processes
are generally performed at each SP, and there is a risk of leakage
of confidential information. The method of this patent integrates
these processes and allows the information to be transferred se-
curely. It is tremendously important in our study to distinguish
properly between information that should be hidden and informa-
tion that can be transferred among organizations in the authenti-
cation federation service. However, as this patent is not focused
on identity federation systems including SSO, the method cannot
be applied to identity federation systems that consist of IdPs and
SPs.

3. Centralized Account Migration with an At-
tribute Provider

3.1 Migration at a Single SP
Before considering migration of accounts on multiple SPs,

which is the purpose of this study, we consider the case that a
user uses only a single SP (or wants to migrate an account only
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Fig. 1 Account migration at single SP.

on a single SP). In this case, a method using a migration ID can be
considered. When there are two IdPs, “srcIdP” and “dstIdP”, the
following steps allow a user to migrate his account of the SP by
changing the IdP used to log-in to the SP from srcIdP to dstIdP.
( 1 ) The user requests an SP to migrate the user account.
( 2 ) The user is led to log-in with srcIdP.
( 3 ) The user is authenticated by srcIdP.
( 4 ) The SP issues a migration ID linked to the user’s account

information and sends it to the user.
( 5 ) The user logs-in with dstIdP.
( 6 ) After authentication by dstIdP, the user sends the migration

ID to the SP, and the SP completes the migration by associ-
ating the user’s account linked to the migration ID with the
currently logged-in user.

The account migration procedure on a single SP can be
achieved through the steps above as in Fig. 1. The migration ID
used here is linked to the user’s account information in the SP and
consists of a character string of sufficient length. It is issued in
Step (4) and displayed on the SP’s website. Although there may
be services that store this information in the browser or on the IdP,
we in general suppose the case where the user needs to memorize
this by taking a note or by capturing a snapshot of the screen.
By using this method, as mentioned in Section 2.1, the account
migration without notifying the source IdP of the destination IdP
can be accomplished. If the user performs this procedure to mul-
tiple SPs one by one, account migration on all federated SPs will
be completed, but this imposes a considerable burden on the user.
Thus, in Section 3.2, we consider having an AP perform this pro-
cedure on behalf of the user.

3.2 Account Migration on Multiple SPs
In this section, we propose a centralized account migration pro-

tocol for multiple SPs, based on the steps for a single SP in Sec-
tion 3.1. We adopt an AP for intermediating the migration infor-
mation. An AP is commonly used to hold the user’s attribute
information and provides it on demand on behalf of IdP [13].
Therefore an AP is considered as suitable for the role of manag-
ing the user’s migration information and passing it to an SP upon
request. The migration procedure using an AP is as follows:
( 1 ) Each SP issues the user’s migration ID and sends it to the

AP when the user registers with the SP, or at any time after
registration.

( 2 ) Performs the procedure to migrate an account on a single SP
regarding the AP as an SP.

Fig. 2 Centralized account migration.

( 3 ) The AP switches the account link for each SP based on the
information in Step (2).

In Fig. 2, Step (2-1) to Step (2-6) is equivalent to what is Step
(1) to Step (6) in Fig. 1, Section 3.1, respectively. First, the user
accesses the AP by using authentication information at srcIdP.
Second, the AP issues the migration ID of the user. Then, the
user enters the migration ID at the AP after accessing the AP by
using dstIdP. The migration ID issued by each SP in Step (1)
is linked to the pseudonym ID received from the srcIdP, and is
stored in the AP for each SP. Step (3) will be executed on each
SP when the user logs in from the destination IdP for the first
time.

For example, if the user first accesses SP1 via SSO using
dstIdP, the AP sends the migration ID received from SP1 to SP1.
After that, the user accesses SP2, the AP also sends the migration
ID received from SP2 to SP2. By receiving the stored migration
ID from the AP, each SP can get the bindings of the previous ac-
count of the user, the migration ID, and the new pseudonym ID
received from the destination IdP, and complete migration.

In this protocol, the word migration completion means the
binding of the srcIdP’s pseudonym ID, and dstIdP’s pseudonym
ID is obtained at the AP, not considering whether each SP also
gets the binding. If the user does not access some SPs registered
for migration service at the AP, the accounts of these SPs cannot
get binding. However, the user can use previous accounts of these
SPs anytime by accessing them and initiating the migration pro-
tocol. Furthermore, in this protocol, it is no problem that the user
initiates the migration process while the user does not register for
the migration service against some SPs (Note that the previous
account of the SPs that was not registered for the migration ser-
vice will not be available after changing the IdP for SSO).

With this protocol, the user only has to perform the migration
procedure for a single SP so as to migrate accounts at all SPs us-
ing SSO. It greatly improves the user’s work efficiency. However,
since it is up to the AP to maintain the migration ID and to switch
links, there is a risk that when the AP has malicious intent or is
hijacked by something malicious, the AP can start migration even
if the user does not want to or can switch the account link to any
different account. We discuss this issue in Section 5.

c© 2021 Information Processing Society of Japan
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4. Implementation

In this study, we implemented a system that simulates the pro-
tocol proposed in Section 3.2 *1 ,*2. As an assumed environment,
we built two servers each for the IdP and the SP, and one server
for the AP. And we utilized an open-source software, Simple-
SAMLphp [14], to implement SSO environment [15]. In this
study, we focus on Shibboleth, but by using SimpleSAMLphp,
we can use this system in other SSO systems as well. Neverthe-
less, we implemented this system so that it works well even if the
user is anonymous. Also, we looked into using GakuNin mAP
(present: GakuNin Cloud Gateway Service) [16] for the imple-
mentation of an AP. However, it turned out that pseudonymity
cannot be ensured because it uses the ID of the real name. Also,
it is not available in the case that there is a time-lag during the
revoking of the source IdP’s account and the issuing of the desti-
nation IdP’s account. Thus we consider it not to meet the require-
ments of Section 2.1.

4.1 Database
As the database to manage users on each server, we used

MySQL. The contents of user data managed by IdPs, SPs, and
an AP are as follow (Tables 1, 2, 3).

These data are maintained at each entity, for each user. A user
ID, “uid” is generated and held as an internal ID, at an IdP, an
SP, or an AP. A pseudonym ID, provided to an SP or an AP by
an IdP is kept as “uid idp”, tied to their respective “uid”. An SP

Table 1 The user data managed by an IdP.

label description type
uid the user ID managed by the IdP char

email the email address of the user char
password the user’s password char

idp something that represents who the IdP is char

Table 2 The user data managed by an SP.

label description type
uid the user ID managed by the SP char

uid idp a pseudonym user ID received from an IdP char
uid num the number linked to the user ID (uid) that

starts from 1 and updates one by one when
registering a new user

int

mig id the migration ID issued by the SP char

Table 3 The user data managed by an AP.

label description type
uid the user ID managed by the AP char

mig id spX the migration ID of an SP, having columns
against each SP, the name of the SP applied to
the name of the column (The name of SP1’s
column would be “mig id sp1”)

char

mig id ap the migration ID issued by the AP char
mig comp something representing whether migration

has completed, 1 if completed, 0 otherwise
int (0 or 1)

srcIdP the migration-source IdP char
dstIdP the migration-destination IdP char
uid idp a pseudonym user ID received from an IdP char

uid num the number linked to the user ID (uid), starts
from 1, and updates one by one when regis-
tering a new user

int

*1 https://github.com/nishioka-s273/saml sp1
*2 https://github.com/nishioka-s273/saml ap

and an AP issue the migration ID and retain it as “mig id” or
“mig id ap”, and the migration ID of an SP is sent to an AP and
managed as “mig id sp”.

4.2 Data Transfer
In this section, we describe the steps to send and receive the

data mentioned in Section 4.1. Here, two SPs federated by an IdP
are referred to as SP1 and SP2. Then, refer the migration-source
IdP as srcIdP, and the migration-destination IdP as dstIdP.

The following web pages (PHP files) are managed at an SP or
an AP.

SP’s pages
• index.php

Redirect the user with the button “Log-in with IdP”. If the
user has already authenticated, it can be possible to initiate
the move-out process of the dstIdP.

• start.php
If the user has not authenticated yet, the SP redirects the user
to the discovery service (where to select the IdP to log-in).
The SP confirms whether the logged-in user is an existing
user or a new user. For a new user, a new SP account (proper
user ID) is issued.
With the button “Register for Migration Service”, the user
can register for migration service, by sending SP’s migration
ID to the AP.
With the button “Change the IdP for log-in”, the user can ini-
tiate the move-out process after registering for the migration
service.

• complete.php
This page receives the migration ID issued by the SP, from
the AP. The SP discovers the user account related to the
received migration ID. The user account switches the asso-
ciated IdP from the source IdP to the new IdP (destination
IdP).

AP’s pages
• index.php

SPs send their migration IDs to this page and the AP keeps
the proper IDs of the AP with the user’s account. The AP
generates and manages the user accounts. The registration
process can be done here.

• migr.php
The migration IDs of the AP are issued and provided to
users. If the user has once completed the migration at an SP,
the migration (move-in) process can be also initiated here.

• movin.php
The first migration process can be initiated here. The mi-
gration ID of the user and other information are sent to
movin2.php.

• movin2.php
The AP gets the combination of the migration ID and the
pseudonym user ID provided by the source IdP and the des-
tination IdP. Then the AP sends the migration ID issued by
an SP to the SP (SP1’s migration ID is sent to SP1).

SP1 and SP2 have PHP files to perform the same process, and
we refer to each of them like “sp1/XXX.php” for SP1’s pages
and “sp2/XXX.php” for SP2’s pages. Also, files held by AP are
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Fig. 3 Registration of migration ID (sequence diagram).

expressed like “ap/XXX.php”.
First, we will explain below the steps to issue the migration ID

at the SP and register it to the AP.
[Registration of the migration ID]

( 1 ) The user access to SP1’s website (sp1/index.php).
( 2 ) Clicks the button, “Log-in with IdP”, and choose srcIdP to

use to log in.
( 3 ) Redirected to srcIdP’s log-in page, enter the srcIdP’s proper

ID/password, and go back to SP1’s page. At this time, sr-
cIdP sends uid idp (pseudonym ID for the SP) and idp (who
the IdP is) to the SP. The SP finds the user corresponding to
uid idp and if not found, register it as a new user.

( 4 ) The user clicks the button, “Register for Migration Service”
at SP1’s log-in completed screen (sp1/start.php) and is redi-
rected to the AP’s website (ap/index.php). At the same time,
the SP sends mig id to the AP. The AP receives uid idp
(pseudonym ID for the AP) from srcIdP using SSO, links it
to mig id sp (equivalent to mig id managed at the SP), and
saves them in its database.

( 5 ) The user clicks the button, “Back to SP” at the AP’s regis-
tration complete page (ap/index.php) and completes the reg-
istration.

Figure 3 and Fig. 4 illustrates this procedure.
The user also performs the above steps on SP2 to save the mi-

Fig. 4 Registration of migration ID.

Fig. 5 Move-out from srcIdP (sequence diagram).

gration ID on the AP.
Next, we describe the procedure for migration. First, how to

move out from srcIdP, which needs to be done while the srcIdP’s
account is available.

The procedure is explained in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and the steps be-
low.

[Move-out from srcIdP]
( 1 ) The user goes to the SP1’s website (sp1/index.php) and

clicks the button, “Change the IdP for log-in”.
( 2 ) Select srcIdP for log-in and redirected to its log-in page.
( 3 ) The user enters his own set of ID (proper ID of the sr-

cIdP)/password to log in.
( 4 ) After logged in, the user will be redirected to the AP’s web-

site (ap/migr.php). Then make a note the migration ID dis-
played on the page.

c© 2021 Information Processing Society of Japan
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Fig. 6 Move-out from srcIdP.

Through the above procedure, the user can get the migration
ID linked to the AP’s account from srcIdP.

Finally, we will describe the steps to move into dstIdP. There
are two possible scenarios. One is the case that the dstIdP’s ac-
count is already available immediately after the user gets the mi-
gration ID. In this case, the move-in procedure can be accom-
plished by following steps.

[Move-in with dstIdP (Case 1)]
( 1 ) The user clicks the button, “Log-in with New IdP”, and se-

lect dstIdP at AP’s page (ap/migr.php).
( 2 ) Enter the ID (proper ID of the dstIdP)/password at the

dstIdP’s log-in page to log in.
( 3 ) Redirected to the AP’s page (ap/movin.php) and enter AP’s

migration ID wrote down earlier.
( 4 ) The AP searches the account corresponding to the migration

ID and if exists, completes migration by regarding the user
currently logged in as the user linked to the migration ID. At
this time, the AP changes the value of mig comp from 0 to
1, which means the migration at the AP has been completed.

( 5 ) Then, the confirmation screen of migration completion is
displayed (ap/movin2.php). And the user selects the button,
“Return to SP and Complete the Migration”. At the same
time, the AP sends this user’s migration ID received from
SP1 (mig id sp1).

( 6 ) The user returns to SP1’s page (sp1/complete.php) and com-
pletes the migration. SP1 links the uid idp from dstIdP ob-
tained by SSO and the account linked to migration ID then
completes the migration.

( 7 ) Next, the user accesses SP2’s page (sp2/index.php) and logs
in with dstIdP.

( 8 ) Like SP1, select the button, “Change the IdP for log-in”
(sp2/start.php).

( 9 ) The user will be redirected to the AP (ap/migr.php) and will
see that the migration has been completed. The AP asks if it
is okay to complete the SP2 migration as well, then the user
answers “Yes” to complete the migration.

( 10 ) The user goes back to SP2 (sp2/complete.php) and com-
pletes the migration. At this time, the AP sends the migra-

Fig. 7 Move-in with dstIdP (Case 1) for SP1 (sequence diagram).

Fig. 8 Move-in with dstIdP (Case 1) for SP1.

tion ID received from SP2 (mig id sp2), and SP2 completes
the migration based on the migration ID.

This procedure would be like Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10.

c© 2021 Information Processing Society of Japan
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Fig. 9 Move-in with dstIdP (Case 1) for SP2 (sequence diagram).

Fig. 10 Move-in with dstIdP (Case 1) for SP2.

The steps above are one scenario, and another scenario is as
follows. The second case is that there is a period after the move-
out procedure is completed before the dstIdP account becomes

Fig. 11 Move-in with dstIdP (Case 2) (sequence diagram).

Fig. 12 Move-in with dstIdP (Case 2).

available. In this case, the move-in procedure would be realized
as follows.

[Move-in with dstIdP (Case 2)]
( 1 ) The user accesses SP1’s page (sp1/start.php) and selects the

button, “Change the IdP for log-in”.
( 2 ) When the user first logs in from a new IdP, the form to enter

the migration ID is displayed (ap/migr.php). Then the user
enters the migration ID.

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate this procedure. The steps after this
are the same as Step (4) of Move-in with dstIdP (Case 1). As
mentioned above, the user can migrate accounts of multiple SPs
at once.

5. Discussion

5.1 Security Enhancement Based on the AP Trustability
The protocol proposed in Section 3.2 relies heavily on the AP,

and some problems below will occur when the AP has malicious
intent or is attacked by something malicious.

c© 2021 Information Processing Society of Japan
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Fig. 13 The protocol that adds constraints.

• The AP can initiate the migration of accounts for users who
do not want to migrate.

• The AP can link the user account to another existing user
who is not linked to the migration ID.

For these issues, we propose some protocols with additional
constraints. The constraints are as follows.
(A) The user must request to migrate the account explicitly for

each SP
(B) When requesting the account migration, the user must spec-

ify the migration-source IdP and the migration-destination
IdP

(C) The move-in procedure will not be accepted once the pro-
cedure using the user’s migration ID has been completed

The protocol that adds these constraints is processed as fol-
lows.
( 1 ) The user requests the migration explicitly for each SP logged

in with srcIdP. At this time, the source IdP and the destina-
tion IdP are specified. (Constraints (A), (B))

( 2 ) Each SP issues the migration ID and sends it to the AP. The
AP saves these migration IDs.

( 3 ) The user performs the migration procedure on a single SP
with the AP regarding it as an SP.

( 4 ) The AP switches the account links for each SP based on the
migration information obtained in Step (3).

The overview of this protocol is expressed in Fig. 13. In Fig-
ure 13, the Step (3-1) to Step (3-6) is equivalent to what is the
Step (1) to Step (6) in Fig. 1, Section 3.1.

In this protocol, although the user’s workload increases com-
pared to what is described in Section 3.2, each SP knows that the
user wants to migrate his account (by the constraints (A)), and the
source and destination IdP (by the constraints (B)). Thus, the AP
can only switch the user to another user in the specified IdP. Also,
by the constraint (C), the move-in procedure is not available after
the illegal switch by the AP. Then the user cannot move in with
the destination IdP, which reveals that the AP illegally switched
the account. However, this illegal switching cannot be prevented.

Therefore, in case higher security is required, we consider set-
ting a code number when requesting the migration in Step (1). For
convenience, the user can decide whether or not to set the code
number, for each SP. This code number cannot be recognized by

the AP. Only the user and the SP know it. This code number
is sent to the SP when logging in with dstIdP, and the migration
is completed correctly by confirming the set of the migration ID
and the code number by the SP.

In this case, The AP cannot switch the user’s account to a dif-
ferent account because it cannot answer the correct code number
to the SP. On the other hand, users need to remember the code
number for each SP, which is a heavy burden for them. The goal
of reducing the burden on users is not been fully achieved.

5.2 Tradeoff between Security and Usability
The proposed protocols described in Sections 3.2 and 5.1, are

divided into three stages based on security level and user burden.
Each has pros and cons, as follows:
Protocol 1 A protocol that almost trusts the AP and delegates

the work (in Section 3.2)
Pros Users only need to perform a single migration proce-
dure, which realizes high usability.

Cons The account migration may not be processed cor-
rectly because of unintentional initiation of the account mi-
gration or switching the account to a different user, by ma-
licious AP.

Protocol 2 A protocol that combats malicious AP attacks by
adding constraints (in Section 5.1)
Pros The AP cannot initiate the migration without the
user’s request, and we can notice unauthorized switchovers
of accounts.

Cons Unable to prevent unauthorized switching of ac-
counts, and also users have more to do than protocol 5.2.

Protocol 3 A protocol with high security with an additional
constraint (in Section 5.1)
Pros In addition to protocol 2, unauthorized switching of
accounts can be prevented.

Cons Users have to do much more than protocols 1 and
protocol 2.

As mentioned above, the protocols proposed so far have both
pros and cons. There is a trade-off between security and usabil-
ity. Both can be optimized for the situation by allowing the user
to choose one among the protocols based on their requirements.

5.3 Issues with the Proposed Protocol
Protocol 3 with the highest security described in Section 5.2

is where the user sets a code number to prevent unauthorized
switching between users by the AP. However, the code number
like 4-digit number can be broken by a brute force attack unless
we place a limit to the number of attempts of incorrect input.
Nevertheless, it is very difficult to notify the user of the input
count exceeded, and reset the code number if there is an incorrect
input count limit. In an SSO environment, the user’s personal in-
formation generally belongs to the IdP and is not known to SPs.
Therefore, SPs cannot retrieve the user’s contact information such
as email address [17].

Moreover, even if an SP could obtain the user’s contact infor-
mation, the email address may belong to the IdP’s account that
has already been revoked at the time of migration. As a counter-
measure, there may be a way to get users to register the contact
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information available after the account of the source IdP is re-
voked, when setting the code number. But this has problems that
it contradicts our goal of reducing the user’s burden, and the SP
can identify the individual user contrary to Shibboleth’s hallmark
of user anonymity.

6. Conclusion

In this study, we have proposed an AP-based approach to the
problem of difficulty in switching IdPs in privacy-aware authen-
tication federation. The proposed protocol realizes migration of
accounts for all federated SPs in a single migration procedure,
assuming some trustability of the AP. Considering the user’s pri-
vacy and convenience, we have added some constraints and have
designed additional protocols according to the situations.

In this study we have considered an approach to utilize an AP,
but some other solutions to the problem are possible. To reduce
the hassle of remembering the migration ID for each SP, it is pos-
sible to implement an application that stores this information on
one’s device collectively [18]. Moreover, by implementing an au-
thentication proxy on the SP front end to handle the complex ex-
changes in the authentication federation, it can collectively han-
dle the changing of the IdP used for log-in, too [19]. Also, an
approach using the threshold-based secret sharing method is con-
sidered as a solution to the dependency on a single IdP in the
authentication cooperation [20].

As stated above, various approaches can be considered for the
problems that have been handled in this study. In the future, we
need to consider how to deal with the issues in the proposed pro-
tocols in this study which realize both security and usability.
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